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Abstract – The born-digital audio-visual (AV)
holdings of the German National Library of Science
and Technology are analyzed regarding the present
file formats. The most frequent AV file formats are
examined in terms of suitability as preservation
format based on a catalogue of criteria. Furthermore
their risk of obsolescence is evaluated using view
paths. The examined file formats are not preferred
as preservation formats, but they are not obsolete
either.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

The German National Library of Science and
Technology (TIB) has a collection of audio-visual (AV)
material. TIB acquires new content from different
producers. This multitude of producers leads to a
variety of different file formats which are preserved
in TIB’s digital archive. The poster will describe how
the risk of obsolescence of born-digital AV files is
determined for the three file formats in which the
majority of born-digital AV material in TIB’s holdings
are available.
A.

Background

AV material usually consists of a container (e.g.
mp4), which wraps one or more content streams. The
content streams are video/ audio stream(s). They can
be encoded by different audio and video codecs [1,
p. 137] (e.g. Pulse Code Modulation, FFv1). I will refer
to file format as the combination of container, video
codec and audio codec and differentiate on the level

of format version as indicated by MediaInfo [2]. The
examined file formats are MPEG-4/AVC/AAC, Version
4, as well as WebM/VP8/Vorbis and MPEG-PS/MPEG
Video, Version 2/MPEG Audio, Version 1.
B.

Research question

Preservation Planning as described in the OAIS
covers questions regarding the obsolescence of file
formats[3, 4.15]. File formats can have three
different states: they are either preferred as
preservation format, or not preferred, but not
obsolete, or they can be obsolete. Which state are
the examined file formats in? The poster describes
the verification of the following hypotheses:
1) The examined file formats are not preferred as
preservation formats.
2) The examined file formats are not obsolete.
II.

ATTRIBUTES OF PREFERRED FORMATS

A literature study reveals different approaches in
order to assess preferences regarding a file format.
Todd combines the findings of different studies and
concludes the most common criteria for file format
selection are adoption, platform independence,
disclosure or documentation, transparency, and
metadata support [4, p. 10].
A.

Criteria for Suitability as Preservation Format

Each of the five criteria is broken down into
preferred, acceptable and critical factors. For each of
the factors measurements were developed. These
measurements consider the requirements of TIB’s
designated community. E.g. metadata support is
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rated acceptable if technical metadata is embedded
in the format. This was tested through the extraction
of technical metadata with MediaInfo [2].

community should be scheduled. This presumes a
deep insight of the equipment and requirements of
the designated community.

B.

It could be evaluated, if the lack of validation
software can be counterbalanced by tentatively
migrating into a file format which is preferred for
preservation purposes. Further research should bring
into focus the automated evaluation of (digital to
digital) migration of AV content.

Classification of TIB’s holdings

Each container, video and audio codec is
weighted according to the developed measurements.
An overall weighting reveals if a container or codec
was considered preferred, accepted or critical. The
three examined file formats are rated critical for
preservation purposes, which verifies the first
hypothesis.
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RESULTS & CONCLUSION

The majority of TIB’s born-digital AV holdings
come in a file format which is not preferred for
preservation, but not obsolete. Both hypotheses are
verified.
Although this is true for the file format, it is not
necessarily true for each file. Not all files are
implemented according to the file format
specification and therefore valid. There is a critical
lack of (open source) validation software for AV files.
AV playback software is tolerant to implementation
errors so that testing the render ability cannot
replace validation [8, p. 28].
V.

FUTURE WORK

Regarding the view paths TIB must evaluate if
testing and documenting view paths for all (AV) file
formats add a crucial value in order to determine the
right point in time for migration. A regular check if
the view paths still apply to the designated
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